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Abstract
Data mining techniques have been widely used in various 
applications. However, the misuse of these techniques may lead to 
the disclosure of sensitive information. Researchers have recently 
made efforts at hiding sensitive association rules. Nevertheless, 
undesired side effects, e.g., nonsensitive rules falsely hidden 
and spurious rules falsely generated, may be produced in the 
rule hiding process. In this paper, we present a novel approach 
that strategically In this paper, we present a novel approach that 
strategically modifies a few transactions in the transaction database 
to decrease the supports or confidences of sensitive rules without 
producing the side effects and applies the filters for redundant rules 
in hidden  sensitive rules . Since the correlation among rules can 
make it impossible to achieve this goal, in this paper, we propose 
heuristic methods for increasing the number of hidden sensitive 
rules and reducing the number of modified entries applies filters. 
The experimental results show the effectiveness of our approach, 
i.e., undesired side effects are avoided in the rule hiding process. 
The results also report that in most cases, all the sensitive rules 
are hidden without spurious rules falsely generated. Moreover, 
the good scalability of our approach in terms of database size and 
the influence of the correlation among rules on rule hiding are 
observed. The data which has been processed are supports for the 
better decision making.
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I. Introduction
A variety of data mining problems have been studied to help 
people get an insight into the huge amount of data. One of them is 
association rule mining, which was first introduced by Agrawal et 
al. [2]. Agrawal and Srikant [4], extend and define the problem as 
follows: An itemset is a set of products (items) and a transaction 
keeps a set of items bought at the same time. The support of 
an itemset I (denoted as SupI ) in a transaction database is the 
percentage of transactions that contain I in the entire database. 
An itemset is frequent if its support is not lower than a minimum 
support threshold (denoted as MST). For two itemsets X and Y 
where   the confidence of an association rule 
(denoted as Conf ).is the
probability that Y occurs given that X occurs, and is equal to 
SupXUY divided by SupX. We say that holds in the 
database if  X U Y is frequent and its confidence is not lower 
than a minimum confidence threshold (denoted as MCT). Such 
a rule is called the strong association rule (strong rule for short). 
For the convenience of presentation, in the rest of this paper, 
we call the association rules that do not hold in the database the 
spurious rules. Association rule mining is to discover all the strong 
rules in the database. Several methods have been proposed [3, 13, 
17]. However, the misuse of them may bring undesired effects 
to people. An example mentioned in [9] is as follows [22]. The 
work in [10, 24] presents algorithms that insert or delete items 
to/from transactions for hiding sensitive rules. It makes a strong 

assumption—all the items in a sensitive rule do not appear in 
any other sensitive rule. With this assumption, hiding a sensitive 
rule will not affect any other sensitive rule and, therefore, hiding 
them one at a time or all together will not make any difference. 
Thus, their algorithms hide one rule at a time and decrease the 
supports or confidences one unit at a time. Since this work aims 
at hiding all sensitive rules, it cannot avoid the undesired side 
effects, i.e., lost rules (nonsensitive strong rules falsely hidden) 
and false rules (spurious rules falsely generated).In this paper, 
we remove the assumption and allow the user to select sensitive 
rules from all strong rules. The problem of sensitive rule hiding 
is described as follows:
Given a transaction database, MST, MCT, and a set of sensitive 
rules, how can we modify the database such that using the same 
MST and MCT, the set of strong rules in the modified database 
satisfies all the constraints:
1. No sensitive rule
2. No lost rule
3. No false rule
4. No redundant rule?
Since violating the last two constraints means the production of 
side effects, focusing on the first constraint like the work in can 
be inadequate for certain applications. For example, a supplier 
cannot enhance his/her goods supply if the corresponding rule 
is falsely hidden. In medical applications, a misleading rule 
falsely generated will threaten human lives. Furthermore, in 
some cases, the correlation among rules can make it impossible 
to hide sensitive rules without violating any constraint. Therefore, 
in this paper, we aim at avoiding the side effects (satisfying the 
last three constraints) in the rule hiding process instead of hiding 
all sensitive rules.
The common idea to modify the database for rule hiding is as 
follows: For a sensitive rule r : deleting item i belongs  
X U Y from transactions that contain X U Y will decrease both 
SupXuY and Confr. Moreover, inserting item I belongs to X 
into transactions that contain X but fig and do not contain Y will 
decrease Confr. It can be seen that a modification consists of 
three elements, including the modification scheme (either deletion 
or insertion), the item, and the transactions to be modified The 
effects of a modification can be different if one of its elements 
is changed. For example, [22]. A modification is said to be valid 
if it will not produce any side effect in the modified database. 
Since a number of valid modifications can be applied to hide a 
sensitive rule, the goal of this paper is to select a proper subset 
of valid modifications to hide the sensitive rules. Specifically, the 
modification that affects the least number of transactions and helps 
to hide the most number of sensitive rules has priority over the 
others. The problem we are solving is defined as follows:
Given a transaction database, MST, MCT, a set of sensitive rules, 
and the user-specified constraint (2) no lost rule, (3) no false 
rule, or both), how can we modify the database such that the 
user specified constraint is satisfied while the sensitive rules are 
hidden as many as possible?
To solve this problem, we propose a novel approach that 
strategically modifies the database to decrease the supports or 
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confidences of the sensitive rules. Our approach classifies the valid 
modifications for hiding sensitive rules and represents each class of 
the modifications by three attributes. The first attribute records the 
modification scheme. In the case of deletion, the second attribute 
keeps the set of items that must be contained in the transactions 
to be modified. Among these items, the third attribute designates 
one as the item to be deleted. In the case of insertion, the second 
attribute uses two sets of items to describe the transactions to 
be modified. One is the set of items that must be contained in 
the transactions, while the other is the set of items that must not 
appear in the transactions. From the items in the second set, the 
third attribute specifies one as the item to be inserted. There can 
be two classes that are the same in the first two attributes, but 
different in the third attribute. As a result, for each class, a unique 
way of modifying the associated set of transactions for hiding 
some sensitive rules is determined.
To solve this problem, we propose a novel approach that 
strategically modifies the database to decrease the supports or 
confidences of the sensitive rules. Our approach classifies the 
valid modifications for hiding sensitive rules and represents each 
class of the modifications by three attributes. The first attribute 
records the modification scheme. In the case of deletion, the 
second attribute keeps the set of items that must be contained 
in the transactions to be modified. Among these items, the third 
attribute designates one as the item to be deleted. In the case of 
insertion, the second attribute uses two sets of items to describe 
the transactions to be modified. One is the set of items that must 
be contained in the transactions, while the other is the set of 
items that must not appear in the transactions. From the items in 
the second set, the third attribute specifies one as the item to be 
inserted. There can be two classes that are the same in the first 
two attributes, but different in the third attribute. As a result, 
for each class, a unique way of modifying the associated set of 
transactions for hiding some sensitive rules is determined. Given a 
class of modifications C, using the idea mentioned above, the rules 
whose supports or confidences will be affected by C can be found. 
Our approach first finds all the sensitive rules whose supports or 
confidences will be decreased by C and computes the minimum 
number of transactions that should be modified in C to hide all the 
sensitive rules. After that, our approach finds all the nonsensitive 
rules whose supports or confidences will be decreased by C and 
then computes the maximum number of transactions that can be 
modified in C without incurring any lost rule. Finally, our approach 
examines the spurious rules whose supports or confidences will be 
increased by C to estimate the maximum number of transactions 
that can be modified in C without generating any false rule. With 
these numbers, the adequate number of transactions to be modified 
in C can be decided. Based on this number and the number of 
sensitive rules affected by C, our approach selects the classes of 
modifications in a one-by-one fashion and produces a sequence 
of classes as a result.
Before the rule hiding process, the strong rules are mined from the 
database based on the given MST and MCT. The user then selects 
some as sensitive rules and specifies the constraint, such as no 
lost rule, no false rule, or both and apply the filters to reduce the 
redundant rule. After that, we proceed to the rule hiding process 
that needs only two database scans. First, the transactions are 
retrieved from the database and stored as a compact structure in 
main memory, which also keeps the rule information. After the 
classes of modifications are produced in sequence as described 
above, we apply them to the database. The experimental results 
show that the undesired side effects are avoided by using our 

approach. The results also report that in most cases, all the sensitive 
rules are hidden without generating false rules. Moreover, the 
good scalability of our approach in terms of database size and 
the influence of the correlation among rules on rule hiding are 
observed.

II. Related Works
The proliferation of information technologies and the internet in 
the past two decades has brought a wealth of individual information 
into the hands of commercial companies and government agencies. 
As hardware costs go down, it easier than ever to keep any piece 
of information acquired from the ongoing activities of their clients. 
Data owners constantly seek to make better use of the data they 
possess, and utilize data mining tools to extract useful knowledge 
and patterns from the data. In result, there is a growing concern 
about the ability of data owners, such as large corporations and 
government agencies, to abuse this knowledge and compromise 
the privacy of their clients { concern which has been reflected 
in the actions of legislative bodies (e.g., the debate about and 
subsequent elimination of the Total Information Awareness project 
in the US. This concern is exacerbated by actual incidents that 
demonstrate how difficult it is to use and share information while 
protecting individuals’ privacy. Sensitive rule hiding is a subfield 
of privacy preserving data mining, which can be divided into two 
categories. One is the preserving of data privacy, which considers 
all or parts of the data to be sensitive [1, 5, 11, 14, 20]. Its goal 
is to blur the sensitive data but keep the summary information 
unchanged. The other is the preserving of information privacy, 
assuming that only the summary information is sensitive. Its goal 
is to hide the sensitive information but retain most of the original 
data. Sensitive rule hiding belongs to the second category. For 
data privacy, Evfimievski et al. [12], introduce a way to measure 
the degree of privacy when the database contents are blurred. 
For information privacy, Clifton and Marks [9], give the example 
mentioned [22], discuss the related
topics, including the sensitive rule hiding . A sampling approach 
[8] makes a sample database such that the sensitive rules cannot 
be uncovered, while a modifying approach alters a few parts of the 
database to decrease the supports or confidences of the sensitive 
rules. In this paper, we adopt the modifying approach since it can 
retain the original data as much as possible. More discussions on 
privacy preserving data mining can be found in a survey paper. In 
the following, we focus the discussions on sensitive rule hiding. 
Atallah et al. [6], refer to sensitive rule hiding as data sanitization, 
which aims at hiding a set of sensitive itemsets, and prove that 
optimal sanitization is NP-Hard. Moreover, a heuristic approach 
is proposed using an itemset graph to hide sensitive itemsets in 
a one-by-one fashion. Oliveira and Zaı¨ne [18], further address 
the efficiency and effectiveness issues. They plug a transaction 
retrieval engine to the hiding process and achieve a linear scalability 
in terms of database size. On effectiveness, they introduce three 
measures for hiding failures (sensitive patterns that are not 
hidden), missing costs (nonsensitive patterns falsely hidden), and 
artifactual patterns (spurious patterns falsely generated). Since 
these approaches only consider the decrease of supports, they may 
fail to hide a rule if the rule can be hidden only by decreasing the 
confidence. The work proposed by Verykios et al. in, should be the 
most relevant to our work. In that work, the authors propose five 
algorithms for rule hiding, which are also based on the decrease 
of supports and confidences. Unlike us, they make a strong 
assumption—only the rules that are supported by disjoint frequent 
itemsets can be selected as sensitive. With this assumption, their 
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algorithms can hide one rule at a time and decrease supports or 
confidences one unit at a time. Moreover, since the authors aim 
at hiding all sensitive rules instead of avoiding side effects, they 
do not consider the correlation among rules in their algorithms. 
Finally, to hide a rule, there can be a large number of “candidate” 
entries to modify. The “minimum impact” criterion used in the five 
algorithms only focuses on minimizing the number of modified 
entries. By contrast,  in this paper, we drop the assumption and 
decide the modification schemes and the entries to modify based on 
the correlation among four kinds of rules (sensitive, nonsensitive, 
spurious and redundant).

A. Problem Formulation
Let  T= {i1,i2,i3,…….in} and  D={t1,t2,t3,…….tn} where every tj 
is a subset of T, be the set of all distinct items and the transaction 
database, respectively. Each transaction tj is associated with a 
unique identifier called TID and can be represented as a bit-vector 
b1b2 . . . bn where, bk =1

Fig. 1: The relationships among the rule set U, U0, and H.

Fig. 1, shows the relationships among the rule sets, U, U’, and H, 
where U-H is the set of nonsensitive rules. The three constraints 
ensure that three kinds of rules, i.e., sensitive rules that fail to 
be hidden, nonsensitive rules that are falsely hidden (lost rules), 
and spurious rules that are false generated (false rules), will not 
occur. The constraints N-T-H and N-T-G guard the database 
against the undesired side effects in the rule hiding process. 
Since the correlation among rules can make it impossible to hide 
rules without violating any constraint, in this paper, we relax 
the constraint F-T-H and allow the user to specify one or both 
of the constraints N-T-H and N-T-G. As a result, our work aims 
at hiding sensitive rules as many as possible without producing 
the side effects specified by the user. Moreover, the modification 
with fewer entries modified will be preferred in the proposed 
approach.

B. Modification Schemes for Rule Hiding
In the following, five modification schemes for rule hiding are 
introduced, respectively. For the ease of presentation, a transaction 
is sometimes viewed as a bit-vector as mentioned before.
Scheme 1: Modify entries from 1s to 0s, Scheme 2: Modify entries 
from 0s to 1s, Scheme 3: Modify entries from 1s to 0s or from 0s 
to 1s, Scheme 4: Change 0s and 1s to ?s, Scheme 5: Swap 0 and 
1 between two transactions [22].
In this paper, we adopt Scheme 3 to modify the database, and use 
the constraints N-T-H and N-T-G as the guides to avoid the side 
effects. To consider both the numbers of hidden sensitive rules and 
modified entries, we include the correlation among rules in our 
modification scheme. The following lists the three considerations 
in hiding a sensitive rule, say a to b. Correlation with the other 
sensitive rule, say c  to b: From the transactions that contain abc, 
deleting b is better than deleting a since the former can affect 
both rules.
2. Correlation with a nonsensitive rule, say b to  a: Inserting a 
into the transactions that do not contain b is better than deleting 
a or b from the transactions Containing ab because the latter may 
also hide b to a.
3. Correlation with a spurious rule, say ab to c: Inserting a into 
the transactions that do not contain b is better than deleting a or 
b from the transactions containing ab because the latter may also 
generate ab to c.
In this work we applying filter for to avoid the redundant rules 
for sensitive rule hiding.
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III. Proposed Model
Fig. 2, shows the framework of our approach that consists of six 
components. Initially, the original database is converted into the 
transaction table, where each distinct item is encoded as a unique 
prime number. This conversion helps the efficiency and is detailed 
in Section III. The sensitive rule table and the nonsensitive rule 
table are built to record the rule information. The transaction-rule 
index is also constructed using the concept of inverted lists [16] to 
correlate the tables for efficient retrieval. The main challenge of 
rule hiding is how to select the items and transactions to modify. 
We propose to represent each class of modifications as a template 
and then select templates in a one-by-one fashion. The templates 
are kept in the template table and the selected templates are put 
into the action table. The six components are updated each time 
a template is selected. When all the sensitive rules are hidden or 
the template table is empty, the templates in the action table are 
applied to modify the original database. If some sensitive rules 
are not hidden, the user can release as it is, release nothing, or 
relax the constraint to hide more
sensitive rules.

A. Properties for Rule Hiding
In the following, we present the properties that will be used to 
identify the valid modifications. Since Scheme 3 is a combination 
of Schemes 1 and 2, the properties are divided into two groups. 
Using Scheme 1 to hide a rule, the following properties indicate the 
minimal number of transactions that should be modified [22].

B. Approach for Rule Hiding

1. Classification of Modifications—Templates
 The rule hiding process can be viewed as a series of modifications. 
A class of modifications can be expressed in a logical form if we 
regard each transaction as a bit vector. For example, deleting items 
in Y from the transactions containing X U Y can be expressed as 
[22]. Logical form, Template, Transaction containment, Sensitive 
rule coverage, Minus count of a template, Difference of a template, 
Joint template, Template reduction, Transaction group, Sensitive 
rule conflict, Nonsensitive rule coverage, Minus count of a 
transaction group, N-T-H bound of a transaction group, Spurious 
rule coverage, Addible count of a transaction group, N-T-G bound 
of a transaction group.

Fig. 2:

Table: 1 A Sample Set of Sensitive Rules

Table 1 shows three sensitive rules and the corresponding values 
of MSC, MPCC, MCCC, and PPCC. The templates in Table 2 
are generated from it, The CV and DF field is computed from 
Definition 3.4, while the DF field is computed.
We are modifying the previous system by Appling the filters for 
the sensitive rules to eliminate the redundant rules against sensitive 
rules hidden in the database.

2. Index Construction and Template Generation
Suppose that a database at the left-hand side of Table 3 is given 
and represented in the form of bit-vectors at the right hand side. 
We apply to it an algorithm for association rule mining with MST 
20% and MCT 60% and obtain the frequent itemsets and the 
strong rules in Table 4, where the values in parentheses stand for 
counts and confidences, respectively. We encode each item as a 
unique prime number such that all the transactions and rules are 
converted into products of prime numbers. For instance, using 
the encoding table at the left-hand side of Table 5, the database is 
converted to the one at the right-hand side, where nonfrequent item 
d is omitted during the conversion. Note that the frequent items 
are sorted by their counts and mapped to the prime numbers in 
reverse order (e.g., e  5). In this way, the product of prime numbers 
stored in the index and tables will not be too large. After that, the 
transactions are stored as the transaction table in Table 6, where 
each bucket keeps a distinct product and a count to indicate the 
number of transactions with this product. Not only the transactions 
but also the rules are represented in the form of prime numbers 
or products of prime numbers. 

Table 2: The Templates Generated from Table 1

Table 3: A Transaction Database in the Form of Bit-Vectors

As depicted in fig. 2, the strong rules are distributed into two tables 
Since the number of sensitive rules is often much less than the 
number of nonsensitive rules, we do not keep the sensitive rules 
in the transaction-rule index. Fig. 3, shows an example indexing 
the transactions in Table 6 and the nonsensitive rules in Table 8.
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Table 4: The Frequent Itemsets and the Strong Rules

Table 5: The Encoding Table and the Converted Database

Table 6: The Transaction Table

Table 7: The Sensitive Rule Table

Table 8: The Nonsensitive Rule Table

 With this index, the transactions and nonsensitive rules satisfying a 
logical form can be quickly identified. For instance, the transactions 
that contain item set 6 but do not contain itemset 35. are in the 
first and the fifth buckets of Table 6. After the index and tables are 
built, the templates are generated as described in Section III. The 
efficiency of template generation depends on both the numbers 
of sensitive rules and items in the individual sensitive rules. If 
there are common items among the sensitive rules, the costs in 
this stage can be reduced. Besides, in our application scenario, 
the number of sensitive rules specified by the user will not be too 
large. Moreover, the index also helps the efficiency. A complete 
flowchart of our approach is shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 3. The Transaction-Rule Index

Table 9: The Template Table

IV. Performance Evaluation
We adopt the IBM data generator to synthesize the databases for 
the experiments. The average transaction length and the database 
size are set to 10 and 5K, respectively. We first generate a database 
with size 5K, and then duplicate it to generate the databases with 
size 10K, 15K, 20K, and 25K. Both the number of frequent 
itemsets and the number of distinct items are set to 1K.
Using the fixed thresholds MST 1% and MCT 60%, there are 1,564 
strong rules. We randomly select five of them as sensitive rules 
and make experiments on Pentium IV 2.8GHz PC with 256MB 
RAM running Windows XP. Our approach is programmed in 
C# with four variations, including no constraint (None), no loss 
rule(N-T-H) no false rule (N-T-G) and both constraints (Both).We 
apply filters after sensitive rule  selection. Each measurement in 
the experimental results is an average computed from 10 trials. 
To evaluate the efficiency, we measure the CPU time of the entire 
process including the preprocessing stages. On the other hand, we 
use four measures to evaluate the effectiveness. One is the number 
of modified entries, indicating how much the content of the original 
database is preserved. The other measures are defined as follows: 
Let H and U be the sets of all sensitive rules and all strong rules 
in the original database, respectively. After rule hiding, let the 
set of all strong rules in the modified database be denoted as U0. 
Moreover, let SR, LR, and FR, respectively, denote the sets of all 
the sensitive rules that fail to be hidden, all the loss rules, and all 
the false rules. The number of rules in any notation R is denoted 
as jRj. By Definition 2.4, we adopt three measures to evaluate 
the performance of our approach on sensitive rule hiding under 
constraints:[22] For all the ratios, the lower they are, the better our 
approach performs. We first evaluate the scalability of our approach 
in terms of the database size, the number of sensitive rules, and 
the number of strong rules, respectively. After that, the sensitive 
rules are selected in such a way that all of them have at least one 
item in common to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach on 
the four measures. Finally, we define the overlapping degree of a 
rule and make experiments to observe how the correlation among 
rules influences the performance.
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Fig .4:  The Flowchart of Proposed Approach

Sensitive Rules with Common Items, Sensitive Rules with High 
Overlap [22] are same the previous system.

V. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel approach that modifies the 
database to hide sensitive rules with limited side effects by 
filtering the redundant rules by comparing  against the modified 
database. We propose to classify all the valid modifications such 
that every class of modifications is related with the sensitive rules, 
nonsensitive rules, and spurious rules that can be affected after 
the modifications. With the methods proposed in this paper, we 
can modify the transactions in an order so that both the numbers 
of hidden sensitive rules and modified entries are considered. 
The experimental results show that our approach is scalable in 
terms of database size. Moreover, our approach to the avoidance 
of undesired side effects in rule hiding is effective in two well-
designed experiments. In most cases, all the sensitive rules are 
hidden without false rules generated. In addition, it is observed that 
the common items and the overlapping degrees among sensitive 
rules have a great impact on the performance of rule hiding. It 
can be interesting to discover the full set of rules that will be 
falsely hidden or generated as the side effects after rule hiding. 
Efficient mechanisms are required to speed up the rule hiding 
process for large databases. Another issue is the fast recognition 
of sensitive rules that cannot be hidden according to the user-
specified constraint. An ideal goal is to build a system that can aid 
the database administrator to find the sensitive rules for hiding. 
The other issue is to remove the threshold assumption. A rule 
hiding approach should be robust no matter how the adversary 
looks into the modified database, e.g., using a lower MCT to reveal 
the hidden sensitive rules. The challenge is to take into account 
both the above attacks and the undesired side effects. Finally the 
proposed method is effective and efficient to support the decision 
making purpose.
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